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                                                                ABSTRACT  

Kenyaq isq experiencingq asq growingq numberq ofq Cyber fraud q thatq threatenq nationalq securityq 

Informationq communicationsq and technology infrastructureq asq wellq asq citizensq privacy.The 

objective of the study was to establish  the management of Cyber fraud in commercial banks in kenya.The 

specific objectives of the study were to find out the forms of Cyber fraud  by commercial banks, to establish 

the challenges faced by commercial banks in managing Cyber fraud , to evaluate the effect of preventive 

measures in curbing Cyber fraud in Kenyan commercial banks. The units of analysis was Cyber fraud  and  

units of observation was management staff of the bank. The study  employed qualitative approach and 

Primary data was obtained by census method, while secondary data was obtained through various 

publications referenced .Data was measured  and has been presented in frequency tables, graphs and 

percentages.The study observes that a strong system of internal control is the most efficient way of fraud 

prevention and technological infrastructure has a major effect on prevention of Cyber fraud . The study 

concludes that commercial banks in Kenya faced various forms of Cyber fraud like Cyber fraud  spam, 

phishing and password sniffers to great extents.The study recommends that banks should implement 

systems and structures that reduce the opportunities for Cyber fraud. Besides strengthening internal control 

systems and structures, banks can use ICT tools to reduce opportunities or instill punitive measures for 

employee’s engaging in fraud related incidences.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study 

As the world embraces technology and discards traditional models of business the 

threat and risk of fraud has increased. Over the past few years, technological 

developments have been transforming the demeanor of commerce and monetarist 

transactions. The arrival of the internet and advances in information technologyq haveq 

multipliedq theq possibilitiesq forq movingq digitalq informationq allowing financialq 

servicesq to beq providedq to a widerq varietyq ofq institutionalq andq retailq clientsq atq 

farq lowerq transactionq costsq withq importantq implicationsq forq accessq toq 

financialq services. With all the innovations new channels of committing crime have also 

evolved known as Cyber fraud crimes (Welch, 2009; Fatima, 2011).  

Cyber fraud q canq simply be explainedq asq illegal activities carriedq outq withq 

theq aidq of a computerq system. These activities may involve targeting a computer, 

computer systems, information network or data in an attempt to steal valuable 

information (Douglas and Loader, 2000; Maat, 2004). Cyber fraud s may also involve 

offencesq thatq areq committedq againstq individualsq orq groupsq ofq individualsq 

withq as criminalq motiveq toq intentionallyq harmq theq reputationq ofq theq victimq 

orq causeq physicalq or mentalq harm to the victim directlyq or indirectlyq using 

modernq telecommunication networksq suchq asq Internetq (Chatq roomsq emailsq 

noticeq boardsq andq groups) andq mobileq phones (Halder & Jaishankar, 2011). Wall 

(2001), categorizes Cyber fraud s intoq fourq majorq groupsq namely: Cyber fraud -

deceptions,q Cyber fraud -pornography,q Cyber fraud -violenceq andq Cyber fraud -

trespass. 
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Cyber fraud sq haveqbecomeq asq realq threatq todayq andq unlike traditional 

crimesq suchq asq robbingq muggingq orq stealingq Cyber fraud sq can beq committedq 

singleq handedlyq andq do notq requireq theq physicalq presenceq of the criminals. Such 

crimesq mayq threatenq asq nation’sq securityq andq financialq health (Saul, 2007). 

Gathungu (2013) noted that Cyber fraud  can be committed either internally within an 

institution, externally by outside parties targeting the institution, or both where 

perpetrators from within the institution work in liaison with external parties to defraud 

the institution.  

In  banking sector, Cyber fraud s areq committedq usingq onlineq technologiesq 

toq illegallyq removeq orq transferq moneyq toq differentq accounts and are taggedq as 

bank fraud (Wall, 2001). Sometimesq the intentionq ofq Cyber fraud  criminals isq toq 

justq harmq theq imageq ofq the bankq andq thereforeq theyq blockq theq bankq serversq 

soq thatq theq clientsq areq unableq toq accessq theirq accounts (Hutchinson & Warren, 

2003). As aslot of vulnerabilities existq inq theq defenseq systemq ofq bankingq sectorq 

thusq thereq isq asq needq toq investigateq theq waysq toq increaseq awarenessq aboutq 

theq measuresq thatq canq beq undertakenq to combatq Cyber fraud s in the bankingq 

sector. A strongq systemq ofq internalq controlq isq theq mostq efficient wayq ofq fraudq 

prevention.q Theq banksq shouldq increaseq theirq effortsq inq sensitizing all concerned 

parties on the need for security in the organizations so as to fight fraud (Khanna & Arora, 

2009).  

Cyber fraud q mitigationq effortsq withinq manyq businessesq areq hamperedq 

byq a combinationq of limitedq boardq andq topq managementq engagementq inq 

addressingq Cyber fraud q securityq andq Cyber fraud q challengesq limitedq 
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resourcingq andq Cyber fraud q capabilitiesq andq limitedq investigationq andq 

reportingq ofq Cyber fraud . Commercial banks minimize incidences of fraud through 

establishing goodq internalq controls,q discouragingq collusionq betweenq employeesq 

and customersq and having clear anti-fraud policies, monitoring employees,q providing a 

whistle–blowingq system, punishingq offenders,q conductingq proactiveq auditingq and 

effecting robust corporate governance practices (Albrecht, Albrecht, Albrecht, & 

Zimbelman, 2009). Corporateq Cyber fraud q mitigation asq wellq asq corporateq Cyber 

fraud -riskq management isq hamperedq byq manyq businessesq continuingq toq seeq 

theq threatq as a purelyq technicalq issue ratherq than as a challengeq forq the board, the 

entireq organization andq forq businessq strategy. A ‘complianceq approach’s thatq 

aimsq to meetq minimumq standardsq doesq notq adequatelyq dealq withq intelligentq 

andq evolvingq adversariesq asq threatsq areq evolvingq fasterq thanq mostq defensiveq 

technologiesq andq securityq practices.  

Management of Cyber fraud  in institutions across the globe varies. Cyber fraud  

in developing countries differs from that in developed countries. This has been attributed 

to structural difference likeq natureq andq qualityq ofq hardware,q softwareq andq 

infrastructure; target ability ofq victims; Cyber fraud  skill set; andq associatedq 

opportunities, costsq andq benefits. Higher broadband penetration and internet 

connectivity as in developed countries attract more Cyber fraud -attacks as opposed to 

lower broadband penetration in developing countries which is unreliable for Cyber fraud  

activity. Cyber fraud awareness is low among the law enforcement especially in 

developing countries. Fighting Cyber fraud in developing economies is challenged by 

lack of resources to build institutions to combat it, the know-how, and poor 
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understanding of ICT, and lack of legal framework and enforcement policies to handle 

Cyber fraud s (Kshetri, 2010). 

Crime-research.org indicates that asq earlyq asq 2003 the Unitedq Statesq wasq 

alreadyq leadingq theq worldq inq percentageq ofq Cyber fraud -attacksq at 35.4 percentq 

followedq by Southq Koreaq at 12.8 percent.q Countriesq withq highq ratesq ofq 

computerq piracyq suchq asq Russiaq have reactedq slowly to Cyber fraud . Asq as 

result, manyq hackersq and otherq Cyber fraud q criminalsq canq flourishq inq countriesq 

withq fewq internetq crimeq lawsq while attackingq richerq countriesq throughq their 

computerq becauseq itq lacksq rulesq andq codesq ofq a centralq authorityq whichq 

governsq it as suchq internetq hasq noq geographicalq demarcationq asq remarkedq by 

Guillane and Fortinet (2009).  

An audit report by PricewaterhouseCoopers- PwC (2011) showed that fraud has 

risen from a peripheral issue for banks and other financial institutions to a top three issue 

that managers and supervisors have to deal with especially in the East African region. In 

a study on 33 banks across Kenya, Zambia, Rwanda, Zambia and Uganda, fraud was 

identified as the major factor influencing risk management decisions and strategies for 

financial institutions.  

In Kenyaq fraudqespecially in theq bankingq industryq hasq grownq steeply over 

the last few years. Kenyaq isq experiencingq asq growingq numberq ofq Cyber fraud q 

thatq threatenq nationalq securityq Informationq communicationsq and technology 

infrastructureq asq wellq asq citizensq privacy. Theq countryq isq losingq anq estimatedq 

2 billion kshs. ($23.3 million)q annuallyq throughq Cyber fraud .The Central Bank of 

Kenya- CBK (2013) noted that fraud has grown in the last few years and has led to 
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billions of shillings in losses for banks in Kenya and that the major forms of fraud in 

Kenya that were to be given keen focus are: card, insider, electronic and cheque fraud. In 

addition, CBK noted that in the year 2012 over 36 fraud cases were reported to the Cyber 

fraud crimes Unit and Bank Fraud department of the Kenya Police Service and only 16 

had been successfully investigated and prosecuted.  

According to Banking Fraud Investigation Unit (2011) during the 1stq quarter of 

year 2011,qchequeqfraud was the most common type of fraud while in the 2nd quarter 

forgery was leading’s Same was the case in the 3rdq quarter. Forgery rose mainly after 

chequesq were stolen and signatures were forged. There were also cases where deposit 

slips were forged and fraudulent instructions issued to make transactions.  

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

With the rise of Cyber fraud , there is need to create a standard strategy that can 

be used as a minimum requirement for Cyber fraud security solution. But this does not 

mean taking a one-size-fits-all approach. Research has shown that as common approach 

and proposed frameworks for Cyber fraud  security challenges in developing nations have 

shortcomings. It finds that developing nations imitate whatq is doneq inq theq 

developedq worldq whichq theq research concludesq isq notq a goodq approach. The 

researcher reiterates that betterq approachq startsq by identifyingq the different 

challenges betweenq the developingq nationsq and the developedq nationsq andq howq 

theseq differencesq impacts the national strategic approach. The researcher concludes 

that whileq the physicalq hardwareq and softwareq may be the sameq the circumstancesq 

in a developingqnation are differentqwhich necessitates a customized solution 

andqstrategy (Tagert, 2010). 
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Another problem as noted by French (2012) is that organizations areq spendingq 

theq majorityq ofq theirq effortsq onq externalq securityq withoutq properlyq assessingq 

theq importanceq ofq internalq security. Withq internalq securityq beingq ofq a higherq 

riskq thanq externalq security,q theseq additionalq securityq measuresq give usersq 

asfalseq senseq ofq security. Theq studyq tries to address theq needq forq increasedq 

awarenessq of internalq threatsq throughq securityq measuresq suchq asq securityq 

awarenessq policiesq practicesq andq procedures.  

In Africa, the growing use of financial technology has put banks as the lead target 

of Cyber fraud . Serianu’s Cyber fraud  security Report (2016 ) posits that African 

countries lost at least 2 billion dollars in Cyber fraud -attacks in 2016. In East Africa, 

Kenya recorded the highest losses at 171 million dollars with Tanzania and Uganda 

losing 85 million dollars and 35 million dollars respectively. The report also noted that 

there is a low response level to Cyber fraud -attacks as many institutions budget very 

little to none at all for Cyber fraud  security.  

Kenya did not have a National ICT Policy until November 2004 when the 

Government of Kenya published a draft of it. As noted by Outa, Etta and Aligula (2006), 

there was a need for regulating and mainstreaming ICT in Kenya and as such, one of the 

proposals they offered was the amendment of Penal Code Cap 63 to recognize and punish 

Cyber fraud  among other e-crimes. Only until July 2016 was the Cyber fraud  Security 

and Protection Bill drafted and presented to the Senate by the Committee on Information 

and Technology, Kenya (Kagwe, 2016). This Bill is yet to be passed as law. This shows 

the slow approach in addressing Cyber fraud  security in Kenya, with no proper legal 

framework. 
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There has not been a central monitoring and evaluation authority for Cyber fraud  

security in Kenya that may provide information and impart knowledge to the public on 

how to handle Cyber fraud -attacks and as such no harmonized strategies for the same. 

Uncertainty on the policies, procedures or guidelines to follow in handling the increasing 

Cyber fraud -attacks in Kenyan institutions has prompted the Central Bank of Kenya 

(CBK) to draft guidelines that are the minimum standards for financial institutions to 

handle Cyber fraud  security issues. These institutions were required to submit their 

Cyber fraud  security policy, strategies and frameworks to CBK by 31st August 2017 

(CBK, 2017). Seeing as to how recent this action is, information on Cyber fraud crime 

management for specific institutions is not yet readily available. Given the prevalence of 

Cyber fraud  fraud, it is important to examine the management of Cyber fraud  fraud in 

commercial banks in Kenya where the context of focus will be Chase Bank Kenya.  

1.3 Research Questions 

The study seeks responses to the following research questions;  

i. What are the common forms of Cyber fraud  in commercial bank? 

ii. What are the preventive measures to curb Cyber fraud  in commercial banks? 

iii. What are the challenges faced by commercial banks in dealing with Cyber fraud ? 

iv. What is the moderating role of government policies in Cyber fraud  ? 

1.4 Objectives of the Study 

The main  objective of the study was to establish  the management of  Cyber fraud in 

commercial banks in kenya   

Specific objectives 

Theq studyq aimedq atq achievingq theq followingq specificq objectives; 
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i. To establish the common forms of Cyber fraud in commercial banks. 

ii. To examine the preventive measures to curb Cyber  fraud  in commercial banks. 

iii. To establish challenges faced by commercial banks in dealing with Cyber fraud   . 

iv. To examine the moderating role of government policies in Cyber fraud . 

1.4 Significance of the Study 

This study is significant in providing useful information that may benefit various 

organizations as follows; the findings of the study would assist most  commercial banks 

in Kenya in knowing the weakness in structures and systems erected to manage Cyber 

fraud and remedies to the same. It would assist them gauge the impact of technology, 

internal controls and Cyber fraud management with respect to their institutions.  

 

To the Government of Kenya the study would help in formulating appropriate (monetary 

and fiscal) policies to govern the financial services industry. It would help the CBK into 

understanding the fraud leakages in financial institutions which affects the economy 

hence assist them in making proper regulations of control and monitoring for protection 

and compliance. It would also help them in updating their prudential guidelines which 

would in turn assist in the day to day running of the banking industry.   

The study of Cyber fraud  in commercial banks is recommended in any study of social 

science. It would also assist students undertaking; security, criminology auditing and 

accounting related courses at the university and other colleges. It would give them an 

insight and understanding fraud in the banking industry, control and preventive measures.  
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1.5 Scope and Limitation of the Study  

The study focused on the management of Cyber fraud  in commercialq banksq in Kenyaq 

withq a focusq on Chase Bank. The study sought  information on the management of 

Cyber fraud in Chase Bank(In Receivership (IR))from top, middle and lower level staffs. 

The study  had assumption that respondents had adequate knowledge and information .  

 

The respondentsqreluctantq inq givingq informationq fearingq thatq theq information 

sought mayq beq used to intimidate themq or printq aq negative imageq aboutq 

themqorqtheqBank. Someqrespondentsq turnedq downq theq requestq toq fillq 

questionnaires. The researcher handledq thisq problemq byq carryingq anq introductionq 

letterq fromq the Universityq andq assuringq themq thatq theq informationq givenq 

wouldq be treatedq with confidentiallyq and purelyq forq academicq purposes. 

 

Staff working in financial institutions like Chase Bank, operate on tight schedules, as 

such, most of them wereq unable to completeq theq questionnaireq inq goodq timesq and 

thisq q overstretchedq the dataq collectionq period. Toq mitigateq thisq limitationq theq 

researcherq made useq ofq personalq networksq to persuadeq targetedq respondentsq toq 

fillq upq andq returnq theq questionnaires.   
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CHAPTER TWO:LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL 

FRAMEWORK 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter contains empirical, theoretical and conceptual frameworks. It starts off by 

reviewing empirical literature which begins by identifying common forms of Cyber fraud 

committed around the world. It further examines the preventative measures used to 

manage Cyber fraud, and also some of the challenges faced in the management of Cyber 

fraud. Under the theoretical review, the Fraud triangle, Agency theory, and the Fraud 

Management Lifecycle are discussed. Thereafter, the conceptual framework gives a 

diagrammatic perspective of the study. 

2.2 Empirical Review  

2.2.1 Forms of Cyber fraud  Fraud  

Cyber fraud or ICT crime may involve the physical theft of a computer or its components 

or using a computer to gain illegal access to a computer system or network. From a 

general view point, Cyber fraud can be categorized as: Software Piracy, Hacking, Internet 

fraud, and Industrial espionage, all of which are illegal in many countries (Birbal and 

Taylor, 2005; Long, Millbery and Stuart, 2008). Longe & Chiemeke (2008) add on to this 

list acts such as Cyber fraud terrorism Cyber fraud  stalking, Electronic spam mail, 

Phishing and Copy-cat websites. While some types of Cyber fraud s are specific to a 

given country, other types such as identity theft and false statements cut across all 

countries. 

In software piracy there is unauthorized copying, use and selling of copyrighted 

content. Software piracy may involve: counterfeiting, internet piracy, duplication of pre-
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installed software or licensed user software for unlicensed users. This is wrong as it is 

infringement on ownership rights, which is theft as it denies the owner potential revenue 

(Birbal and Taylor, 2005).  

In industrial espionage, spies leak confidential information of a company in an 

attempt to gain advantage at the expense of the company. The information may be new 

product designs or even personal customer information. With such information exposed a 

company loses revenue, competitive edge, customers and even gets threatened with law 

suits. Industrial espionage is usually carried out as both an internal and external job; 

where employees of the company may work with external individuals or competing 

organizations to perpetuate the act. In 2005 Israeli Police broke an industrial espionage 

ring which targeted various companies where they planted a Trojan Horse Virus in the 

companies’ computers and gathered confidential information. As a result of spying, 

victims lost competitive bids and thousands of customers. Hundreds of millions of dollars 

were also lost (Birbal and Taylor, 2005).  

Hacking provides unauthorized access to a computer system and many hackers 

are excellent computer programmers. Hacking can be damaging especially if the hacker 

steals confidential information, alters or destroys data, or transfers money from bank 

accounts. Some of the methods used by hackers are to access computers are: 

impersonation, remote login, or even brute force to find passwords (Birbal and Taylor, 

2005). Hackers may use methods such as sending Cyber fraud  spam or Password sniffers 

to encode malware that when opened can access other computers. 

Cyber fraud  spam also known as electronic spam mails uses electronicq 

messagingq systemsq toq sendq unsolicitedq bulkq messagesq indiscriminately 
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(Schmalleger and Pittaro, 2009). Through wiretapping methods criminals have been 

known to access network cabling to eavesdrop on communications. Fraud through 

communication networks has risen with the increased use of cell phones and purchase of 

goods and services over the phone as people share their payment information on the same 

(Shandilya, 2011; Wada and Odulaja, 2012). Littman, 1997 reported that Kevin Poulsen, 

a notoriousq Americanq hackerq was ableq to accessq lawq enforcementq andq nationalq 

securityq wiretapq dataq priorq toq hisq arrestq inq 1991. In 1995, Amsterdam Police 

communications system was hacked by a criminal organization that succeededq inq 

gainingq policeq operationalq intelligenceq and inq disruptingq policeq communications. 

The effects of such activities are great with millions of dollars being lost annually (Herald 

Tribute, 2007).  

On the other hand, Password sniffers are programs that hackers install on 

networks they would like to penetrate. The program is able to monitor a network and 

collect specific data such as as usernameq and a passwordq as requiredq when usingq 

certainq commonq Internetq services. Additional programs may also be used to 

automatically hide the existence of the sniffers. In 1994, it was estimated that about 

100,000q sites were affected by sniffer attacks (Wada and Odulaja, 2012). 

Internet fraud schemes make fraudulent offers to prospective victims and conduct 

fraudulent transactions using one or more components of the internet like chat rooms, 

email, websites, and so on. A good example is credit card fraud where a bogus business is 

set up luring unsuspecting people into giving their credit card information in order to 

steal their money (Birbal and Taylor, 2005). Other forms of internet fraud schemes 

include Phishing and Copy-cat websites. 
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Copy-cat websites are a recent trend in on-line fraud that takes advantageq ofq 

consumersq whoq areq not familiar withq theq Internetq orq whoq doq notq knowq theq 

exactq webq addressq ofq theq legitimateq companyq thatq theyq wishq toq visit (Wada 

& Odulaja, 2012). The consumer unknowingly enters confidential information into as 

fraudter’sq personalq database,q which theq fraudterq uses atq aq laterq stageq eitherq 

forq his/her ownq purposesq orq sell to interested parties who may use it for credit card 

fraud, or identity theft. 

 

 Copycat websites are used in phishing, which is aq high-techq identityq theftq that steals 

personalq informationq fromq unsuspecting consumersq like onlineq bankingq accountq 

loginq andq passwordq toq gettingq accessq toq ATM. It also defraud legitimateq 

businessesq andq financialq institutionsq by creating illegitimate sites to pose as these 

institutions. Successfulq phishingq mustq present a highq credibilityq webq presenceq 

that causesq the victimq toq failq toq recognizeq securityq measuresq installedq inq webq 

browsers (Kochems and Keith, 2006; Cameroon, 2011). Litan, (2004) noted that 

American banks and card issuers lost 1.2 billion dollars in 2003 as a result of two million 

customers giving information to spoofed websites. In 2006, a study on phishing attacks 

found out that 90 percent of participants were fooled by well created phishing websites. It 

further noted that existingq anti-phishingq browsingq cluesq were not effective and 23q 

percentq of participantsq inq theq studyq didq notq lookq atq theq statusq bar, security 

indicators, or the address bar (Rachna, Tygar, & Hearst, 2006).  

Cyber fraud  threats in the wake of emerging transaction that constitute internet 

banking, mobile banking, mobile transaction and cloud expansion is seen as the most 
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deadly threat to the economy yet to be seen. With continued advancement in the ICT 

sector, Cyber fraud crimes are increasing at an alarming level. For instance, in 2011 

Singapore reported thatq 80q percent of internetq usersq had experiencedq Cyber fraud 

crimeq which was theq fourthq highestq rateq inq theq world (Symantec Corporation, 

2011). In the U.S., a 33.1 percent increase in Cyber fraud crime was reported between 

2007 and 2008 especially an increase in identity theft. It was further reported that the 

number of identity thefts rose by more than tenfold from 31,140 to 313,982 incidents in a 

time span of 9 years- 2000 to 2008 respectively.  Additionally, identity theft remained at 

the top of the complaints list (National White Collar Crime Center, 2008; Federal Trade 

Commission, 2009, 2010, 2011).  

Theq Centerq forq Strategicq andq Internationalq Studiesq (2015),q reportedq that 

costs of Cyber fraud crime fraud experienced by the G20 countries which lost more than 

200 billion dollars to Cyber fraud. Kenya is fast embracing technology and dynamically 

changing to Electronic transaction reliance country and without proper national Cyber 

fraud  security strategy in place to identify the threats we are up against it will be a losing 

battle. According to (Serianu-Kenya Cyber fraud  Security Report, 2014) there is as sharp 

increaseq inq theq numberq ofq Cyber fraud -attacksq toq public, private and mostly 

financial institutions leading to loss of approximately Kes 2 billion with in the same year. 

This figure drastically rose to Kes 17.1 billion in 2016 (Serianu- Kenya Cyber fraud  

Security Report, 2016). Hence there is an urgency to manage the Cyber fraud   vice 

before further destruction. 
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2.2.2 Management of Cyber fraud  in Commercial Banks 

The availability of quality technology within commercial banks is a factor that 

may determine the level of security in terms of encryption as well as internal controls in a 

particular financial institution. With the emergence of new technology and in particular 

the banking sector has transformed the manner in which business is done in the 21st 

century. However such technology has also brought about numerous challenges such as 

online fraud as well as increased money laundering fostered by the introduction of 

electronic money transfer services. The banking sector should thus adopt quality 

technology in order to keep up with the dynamics associated with technology in order to 

counter these challenges.  

In this era of information and technology, banks have automated their services to 

provide convenient services to their customers. Computers are used to process customer 

transactions, transfer funds and also to process cheques. Other technologies include 

Automated Teller Machines (ATM), Internet Banking, Mobile Banking, Credit Cards and 

Smart Cards. To deter the ever increasing Cyber fraud  attacks, there is a dire need for 

increased Cyber fraud  security (Birbal and Taylor, 2005). So how do commercial banks 

protect their customers and themselves?  

For starters, they need to protect both the physical components of a computer as 

well as the software or logical methods. Physical security involves physically locking 

computer hardware, security guards, alarms, monitoring cameras, scanners, fire-proofing 

storage areas, and so on. Software data security would involve passwords, audit trails or 

access logs, encryption, firewalls, and anti-virus software (Lawson, Jarvis Blundell and 

Reid, 2004; Birbal and Taylor, 2005; Long et al., 2008). Organizations can also use their 
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systems to manage Cyber fraud through fraud detection methods, corporate governance, 

internal controls, structural framework, information infrastructure, laws and regulations, 

and government action. 

Fraud Detection technology is on demand among institutions as they invest in 

new systems and processes that make it difficult for criminals to target them. A good 

example is the Anti-Money-Laundering (AML) technology solution (Beck, Demirguc-

Kunt and Levine, 2009).  Such technological solutions simplify work flow and bring 

consistency to the audit process. Technology is able to look at transactions as a whole as 

opposed to a manual process that looks at transactions singularly. Other technologies like 

audit trails, access logs, and surveillance cameras assist to avoid criminal activity or 

identify and track down the perpetrators of such activity. Stafford (2013) noted that banks 

acrossq theq globeq perceivedq Cyber fraud q areq amongq theirq topq fiveq risksq 

considering that even highq profileq banksq in theq UK andq the US, likeq Barclaysq 

andq Standard wereq targetedq byq hackersq to incur huge losses by stealing personalq 

informationq of nearlyq 2.9 millionq creditq cardq customersq by hackingq the softwareq 

makerq systemq ofq theseq bank. In order to curb such problems, a program known as 

Quantum Dawn 2q was launched which tests theq efficacyq ofq systemsq installedq inq 

banksq inq responseq toq Cyber fraud -attacks. 

Surveillance Systems include video surveillance from private to public spaces as 

used for traffic surveillance, domestic surveillance, ATM cameras, banking hall cameras, 

retail stores surveillance and so on. This technology started in the United States of 

America (US) in late 1950s toq monitorq privateq retailq interestsq andq trafficq flowsq 

and has evolved into as police-managedq and/orq governmentq fundedq openq visualq 
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surveillanceq systemq today (Hier, 2004; Greenburg and Roush, 2009). Over time Closed 

Circuit Television (CCTV) surveillance systems have been advanced to include more 

features. For example, in some cities like Boston and Newark, gunshot location 

technology is installed in surveillance systems to alert authorities to where guns have 

been fired. This also allows rapid emergency response of medical personnel and police to 

those locations (Mazerolle, et.al., 1998). In Shenzhen, China CCTV cameras have been 

installed with the capability of alerting police when an excess number of people crowd at 

one place. Additionally, facial recognition software hasq beenq developedq that allowsq 

authorities toq identifyq individualsq underq videoq surveillance. CCTV surveillance and 

street lighting, have been noted to be more effective in crime prevention (Welsh and 

Farrington, 2007; Hertz and Simon, 2011). 

Corporate Governance provides sets of mechanisms and processes that top-level 

management use to direct their organizations to create value for their stakeholders. This 

means that there needs to be transparency and accountability in organizations dealings 

while keeping the stakeholders’ interest in mind. Part of corporate governance involves 

risk management and not only on return on investment but also on fraud which has 

adverse negative effects on performance. With organizations converting to digital 

transactions, their corporate governance systems should also reflect on a digital platform; 

putting in place policies that enlighten  employees, customers and even management on 

how to rightly use their computer management systems. Cyber fraud  insurance is also a 

great way to manage Cyber fraud  risk and some insurance companies in Kenya are now 

offering this cover. Proper corporate governance is capable of keeping track of all the 

operations of an organization, which may prevent problems like fraud and corporate 
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espionage. Therefore, top-level management support and commitment is vital for 

effective decision-making in risk management (Merchant and Van der Stede, 2007; 

Klein, 2008; Grabowski and Robert, 2009; Serianu-Kenya Cyber fraud  Security Report, 

2016). 

Part of corporate governance is Internal Control which is a good practice for 

business as it provides managers with good information with which to make fair and 

accurate decisions. Internal control systems monitor and evaluate an organization’s 

operations to ensure reliability of information systems to identify and report anomalies 

(Merchant and Van der Stede, 2007; Opromolla and Maccarini, 2010). Proper internal 

controls ensureq effectiveq and efficientq operationsq thatq are in complianceq withq 

applicableq lawsq and regulations (Spira and Page, 2003).  

Proper Laws and Regulations go a long way in curbing criminal activities and 

providing justice where it is needed. Cyber fraud crime being a more recent trend and 

growing at an exponential rate seems to be out of the legal systems’ reach. But some laws 

have been put in place like the Computerq Misuseq Actq 1990q inq theq Unitedq 

Kingdom (UK) which is among the first of its kind to offer legal remedy for Cyber fraud 

crimes. This Act protects computer users from hacking: covering unauthorized computer 

access, unauthorized computer access with intend to commit an offence, and also 

unauthorized modification of data. It has been suggested that quality research and 

evaluation in criminal justice is important for policy development. Also, technological 

innovations can be very useful in policing and crime prevention and require training of 

those working in law enforcement, if they are to effectively tackle the problem of Cyber 

fraud crime (Welsh & Farrington, 2006; Braga, 2010; Stone and Travis, 2011).  
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The Government’s Role is also very important in Cyber fraud  security assurance 

especially for developing long-term strategies such as establishing information 

infrastructure. Currently, vulnerabilities and threats to the ICT infrastructure have 

increased risk to the economic environment. Criminals are able to skillfully attack 

computer systems and networks and cause damage to ICT infrastructure. This has 

brought attention to the security of information infrastructure and a reason for 

government to take strategic interest in national Cyber fraud  security (Klein, 2008). The 

threat of Cyber fraud crime has led to the gradual adoption of Cyber fraud  security 

services.  In India for instance, Government had set up an Inter-departmental Information 

Security Task Force (ISTF) to deal with issues such as National information security 

threat perceptions; Public Key Infrastructure (PKI); Information security policy assurance 

and legal framework; research and technology development in information security; and 

nationwide Cyber fraud  security education, training and awareness program (Holt and 

Lampke, 2010).  

2.2.3 Challenges faced in Managing Cyber  Fraud 

Technological resources can get very expensive and can increase the cost of 

operations for a business. Cyber fraud -attacks only add into this cost through destruction 

of property or theft, and wastage of time as IT personnel spend time rectifying any 

problems created by Cyber fraud  criminals. Other costs may come in the form of loss of 

customer trust and law suits against the company, in case these attacks target consumer 

personal information. On average banks will take at least 10 days to recover from a Cyber 

fraud -attack in addition to the cost of recovery. For instance in the Indian Banking 

Sector, USDq fourq billionq isq lostq inq recoveringq fromq the crimeq andq 3.6q 
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billionq USDq isq spentq toq combatq suchq crimesq from happeningq in future: while 

the average recovery times is 15 days (Muthukumaran, 2008). 

Lack of resources is a great challenge especially in developing nations as massive 

resources are required to protect against Cyber fraud -attacks (Benjamin, 1990; Kshetri, 

2010; Shandilya, 2011). For example, in the US a report by Homeland Security Press 

Release (2010) revealed that in 2009 as total of a billion dollars in federal stimulus funds 

was given to a dozen airports for upgrading baggage screening and checkpoint 

technology. In 2006, Chinaq spentq overq 3.4 billion USD on theq developmentq andq 

implementationq ofq CCTVq systems (Klein, 2008). In great contrast, according to the 

Serianu-Kenya Cyber fraud  Security Report (2016), 96 percent of organizations spend 

less than USD 5000 annually on Cyber fraud  security. 

Where laws are weak, Cyber fraud  criminals thrive especially in developing 

nations where Cyber fraud  security knowledge among law enforcement and regulatory 

institutions is inadequate (Kshetri, 2010). For instance in Kenya there is the ICTq Sectorq 

Policyq ofq 2006, the Kenyaq Informationq and Communicationsq Act of 1998, and theq 

Kenyaq Informationq and Communicationsq regulations of 2010: despite these laws and 

regulations, the prosecution rate is still quite low and this is reflected in over Kes. 17 

billion in losses to Cyber fraud crime. One of the reasons for inadequacy of Cyber fraud  

security bills, laws and processes could be that a highq numberq ofq Cyber fraud crimes 

are notq reportedq and thoseq thatq areq reportedq areq rarely followedq throughq to 

prosecution (Serianu-Kenya Cyber fraud  Security Report, 2016). 

Lack of Cyber fraud  security knowledge and awareness poses a major challenge 

in the management of Cyber fraud. This has been observed in developing nations and it 
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affects individual members of the public as well as organizations. Cyber fraud  criminals 

are increasingly trying to maintain a low profile and gain undetected access meaning 

there is a greater need to constantly upscale Cyber fraud  technologies and techniques to 

effectively protect against Cyber fraud crime (Kshetri, 2010). The Serianu-Kenya Cyber 

fraud  Security Report (2016) stressed on the need for Cyber fraud  security education 

and awareness within the country. In Kenya there are low levels of Cyber fraud  security 

awareness that have caused a great number of Cyber fraud -attacks to go unreported as 

people don’t know how to handle them. An organization’s capacity to respond to Cyber 

fraud crime depends on the awareness level of its members.  

  Another challenge is insider threat which affects the organization from within. 

This threat is brought on by the employees who intentionally attack the organization or 

are unintentionally used to commit Cyber fraud crime. The reasons for this could vary 

from espionage, organized crime, ignorance, opportunity or even out of greed. When it 

comes to espionage a competitor may use an employee as a spy to gain confidential 

information for competitive edge (Birbal and Taylor, 2005). Sometimes an employee 

may be part of an organized crime group that defraud a company and its customers for 

personal gain. A review by McGuire (2012) showed that 80 percent ofq Cyber fraud 

crimeq couldq resultq from someq formq ofq organizedq activity. Theq studyq further 

suggestedq thatq traditionalq organizedq crimeq groupsq wereq extendingq theirq 

activitiesq toq theq digitalq worldq and their activities vary from purely online targets, 

use of online tools to enable crimes in the ‘real’ world, or a combination of both online 

and offline targets.  
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Serianu-Kenyaq Cyber fraud q Securityq Report (2016)q indicatesq that insiderq 

threatq isq theq main cause ofq directq lossesq inq Cyber fraud crimeq inq Kenya. It 

indicates that over 80q percent ofq systemq relatedq fraudq andq theftq inq 2016q wasq 

committedq byq employeesq andq otherq insiders . It also noted that poverty due high 

unemployment rates in the region, pressured rogueq employeesq within organizations toq 

find extra means of income,qhenceq turning to Cyber fraud crime. Whether motivated by 

poverty or greed, insider threat is increased when opportunity for malicious access into an 

organization’s system network is provided.  The report revealed some of these 

opportunities to be password sharing, employees bringing their own devices, privileged 

access, and system vulnerability. In system vulnerability it was noted that many 

organizations in Kenya were using obsolete systems and applications, unencrypted data 

protocols, misconfigured web servers, and use of default credentials.  

2.3 Theoretical Review  

Thisq sectionq discussesq theq theoriesq onq whichq thisq studyq isq anchored.  The 

study considers four guiding theories which include: rational choice theory  The Fraud 

Triangle Theory, Agency Theory, and The Fraud Management Lifecycle. 

2.3.1 Rational Choice Theory 

Rational choice theory posits that cumulative social behavior results from the behavior of 

individual actor and choices (Homans, 1961). Homans(1961) maintains that  choice in 

human being  is  centered on inclinations and constrictions.The philosophy in 

criminology observes man as an intellectual thespian who considers strategies and 

objectives, price and gains, and makes a sensible choice (Wittek, 2013). The key basics 

of all rational choice justifications are individual inclinations, opinions, and controls. 
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Inclinations represent the constructive or destructive evaluations persons attach to 

probable consequences of their actions (Wittek, 2013).  

             Wittek (2013), alludes that a community leader may have confidence that raiding 

one township may have a higher likelihood of triumph than raiding the other.  According 

to Bauman et al (2021) the foundation for rational choice theory shoot from the logical 

theories of Cesare Beccaria and Jeremy Bentham. This theory is related to the classical 

school of criminology with the primary impression that individuals have unrestricted will, 

and can decide on how to act and respond to circumstances within their lives.   

            Rational Choice Theory helps the administration make the best-expected 

pronouncement, after bearing in mind several substitutions (Osinowo et al, 2021). 

Rational choice theory is a traditional concept in criminology, with deep roots in the 

Education. It has secured an advantaged place as a conventional criminological theory in 

the United States ( Zhao et al ,2020). Ray et al (2020) suggests that individuals weigh 

risks and rewards when deciding whether to engage in offending and use accessible 

evidence, appraise illicit prospects grounded on the peril of the felony in contradiction of 

the latent plunders that conduct might produce. 

          The theory has made significant progress in social sciences, however its growth in 

sociology has been limited due to misunderstandings by the sociologists (Hechter 

&Kanazawa, 2020).This theory provides  a wholistic frame work on Fraud Triangle 

Theory, Agency Theory, and Fraud Management Lifecycle used under the study to 

uncover the intentions behind the management of cyber fraud in commercial banks 

globally and by extension Kenya. 
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2.3.2 The Fraud Triangle Theory 

This theory statesq thatq fraudq is composedq of threeq elementsq which are: 

Perceivedq Pressureq Perceivedq Opportunityq andq Rationalizationq ofq theq 

actq ofq fraud (Albrecht, Albrecht, Albrecht and Zimbelman, 2009). Thisq is 

shownq in figure 2.1q below.  

Figure 2.1: The Fraud Triangle (Albrecht et al., 2009). 
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The theory assumes that for any act of fraud to take place all three elements have to be 

present and that these elements are interactive (Albrecht, Turnbull, Zhang, and Skousen, 

2010). For instance, when an individual is under intense pressure probably from a 

personal problem (like financial debt) and perceives an opportunity (like being entrusted 

by an employer with treasury privileges), he/she may eventually rationalize that it is okay 

for them to use the company’s money for their personal debt because they are in charge.  

Pressure is considered as the incentive or motivation of the perpetrator to commit 

fraud. It can be due to some financial need (such as financial losses, debt, bills or 

gambling) or non-financial need (like greed; frustration at work; desire to reportq betterq 

resultsq thanq actualq performance; need to challengeq theq system; and so on). This 
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pressure may push an individual to takeq significantq risksq to obtainq the desiredq 

resources (Rae and Subramaniam, 2008; Albrecht et al., 2009; Albrecht et al., 2010). 

For fraud perpetrators to commit fraud there has to be some perception of 

opportunity which is a weakness in a system that he/she can exploit. These opportunities 

may be weak internal controls, vulnerable systems, poor performance quality, weak laws, 

ignorance, privileged access, and so on (Rae and Subramaniam, 2008; Albrecht et al., 

2009; Cohen, Ding, Lesage, and Stolowy, 2011). Opportunities also arise when an 

employee gains too much trust from an organization that has weak or non-existent 

internal controls. Kelly and Hartley (2010) explain that the opportunity to successfully 

embezzle is created when an organization places trust in a few long term employees who 

gradually get more authority and freedom to make decisions and thus have more direct 

access to financial assets and an understanding of how the system works. 

Rationalizationq isq the justificationq of fraudulentq behaviorq by the perpetrator. 

It involves the perpetrator considering that their actions are acceptable usuallyq asq aq 

resultq of lackq of personalq integrityq or otherq moralq reasoning (Albrecht et al., 2009; 

Rae & Subramaniam, 2008).  Some individuals feel they are deserving of an employer’s 

assets and will allow themselves to commit a dishonest act knowingly and intentionally. 

Therefore, rationalization is dependent on an individual’s personal code of ethics and 

thus a strong moral code can stop one from justifying fraudulent behavior (Cohen et al., 

2011). 

An organization’s management can useq theq threeq elementsq ofq theq fraudq 

triangleq to easily identify areas of its system vulnerable to fraud. Although the fraud 

triangle can be used to effectively predict patterns of fraud, this theory also has its 
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weaknesses. Fraud is complex and involves a combination of other factors. For instance it 

does not sufficiently explain the social and behavioral aspects of fraud like organized 

crime, predatory behavior and societal attitudes. It also does not address why incidences 

of fraud may occur with good internal controls in some cases, and may not happen in 

other cases although internal controls are poor (Rae and Subramaniam, 2008; Albrecht et 

al., 2010). 

2.3.3 Agency Theory 

Agencyq theoryq wasq firstq proposedq byq Jensenq andq Meckling (1976) who 

described it as a principal-agentq relationshipq between shareholdersq asq theq principalq 

and management as theqagent. This theory borrows fromq economicq modelsq thatq 

argueq thatq mostq peopleq areq motivatedq byq self-interestq and self-preservation. It 

therefore considers a situation where the personal interests of top management (agent) 

doq notq alignq withq companyq andq shareholder (principal) interests. According to 

Davis, Shoorman and Donaldson (1997) research on fraud shows that management 

commits crime because it is in their short-term, personal interest. It further suggests that 

in order to curb fraudq andq otherq deviantq managementq behavior, incentives to 

management should align with shareholder goals, and the need to createq controlsq toq 

limitq theq opportunitiesq forq executivesq toq maximizeq theirq ownq utilityq atq theq 

expenseq ofq shareholderq interest.  

Agency theory assumes that having an optimalq controlq mechanismq betweenq theq 

principalq andq agentq isq inq theq principal’sq bestq interest as managementq willq not 

fulfillq itsq dutyq toq shareholdersq becauseq it has a senseq of ethical dutyq but because 

meeting the shareholders’ requests will maximize management’s utility (Eisenhardt, 
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1989; Donaldson & Davis, 1991). Agencyq theoryq is anq effectiveq toolq for analyzing 

financialq statementq fraud; however, it only focuses on top management and ignores 

others non-management participants that also assist in committing fraud. Also, other than 

self-interest the theory does not consider other reasons for committing fraud. 

2.3.4 The Fraud Management Lifecycle 

Theq fraudq managementq lifecycleq consists ofq interrelatedq interdependentq 

andq independentq actionsq functionsq andq operations (Albrecht et al., 2009). It is made 

up of eight stages that are considered in management of fraud. Theseq stagesq areq 

Deterrence, Prevention, Detection,qMitigation, Analysis, Policy, Investigationq andq 

Prosecution. 

Deterrenceq stageq stops fraudq beforeq itq happens byq makingq itq difficultq 

forq fraudtersq toq commit fraud, creating fear of consequences and discouraging 

fraudulentq activityq fromq beingq attempted (Wilhelm, 2004; Kimani, 2011). Closely 

associated is the Prevention stage which occursq afterq deterrenceq hasq failedq butq 

beforeq theq suspicionq orq detectionq ofq fraudq hasq beenq accomplished. Prevention 

is intended to provide security and protect an enterpriseq andq itsq processesq againstq 

fraud. Detection stage identifies and locates fraud before, during and after it takes place. 

It encompasses threeq activities: fraudq testing,q fraudq attemptsq andq fraudq successes. 

Detection in all three areas are vital to provide the needed support for the rest of the 

stages by pointing out any vulnerabilities the fraudter may use (Wilhelm, 2004).  

Once there is suspicion of fraud or it has been detected, the Mitigation stage 

begins with speedy reponse intended to lower the extend of damage, associated losses, 

cost of recovery, and also decrease the impact of the fraudulent activity. Therefore there 
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is a need to act as urgently as possible (Wilhelm, 2004; Albrecht et al., 2009; 

Ledgerwood & White, 2006). Analysis is the next stage where impactq ofq fraudq 

managementq activitiesq isq evaluatedq by considering data on performance from the 

previous stages (that is deterrence,q detection,q preventionq andq mitigationq stageq 

activities) to provide the appropriate feedback for managementq toq makeq informed,q 

calculatedq and relevantq decisions (Wilhelm, 2004). This leads to the Policy stage where 

fraud policies are developed and deployed to reduce the incidence of fraudq andq theq 

inconvenienceq toq legitimateq customersq andq toq allocateq resourcesq requiredq toq 

successfullyq combatq it. In crafting fraud policies, the fraud management staff has to 

consider factors from both internal and external environment meaning they not only 

consider the fraud management department but also other departments within the 

enterprise and other participants from outside the enterprise. Therefore they leverage 

knowledge from all the different parts to address the fraud problem as a whole. Policy 

seeks to reduce losses, improve operationalq scalabilityq and maintainq costq 

effectiveness (Wilhelm, 2004; Wright, 2007). 

The other stage is investigation wherebyq sufficientq evidenceq and informationq 

isq obtained so as to stop fraudulent activities; to prosecute and convict apprehended 

fraudters; and to recover assets or get restitution (Albrecht et al., 2009). Wilhelm (2004) 

discussed three primary areas tha fraud investigations focus on: internalq investigations,q 

externalq investigationsq and lawq enforcementq coordination. Internalq investigationsq 

deal with employees,q consultantsq and other contractors that work with the organization, 

while external investigations consider customers, organized crime groups, competitors 

and other entities outside the organization. Coordination of law enforcement  according 
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to Gottschalk (2010) involves maintaining an effective relationship with law enforcement 

authorities and providing the necessary information and resources to them. This is finally 

followed by the Prosecution stage. Here prosecutorial and judicial authorities consider the 

evidence obtained during investigation and if  sufficient use it to convict the fraudters. 

Thus there are three goals of prosecution regarding fraud: to prevent more theft by 

punishing fraudters; to defend and create awareness to a business’ reputation of deterring 

fraud; and to obtain restitution or recovery where possible (Wilhelm, 2004; Albrecht et 

al., 2009). The fraud management lifecycle is a great process of protecting, identifying 

and keeping track of fraudulent activities within an organization and offering remedial 

restitution where affected. The lifecylce assumes that players at all stages participate 

accordingly and have resources to to manage fraud; but not many organizations can 

afford the resources to have an effective and efficient fraud management process 

especially when it comes to Cyber fraud  crime fraud. Another issue would be 

investigation and prosecution stages require working with law enforcement authorities 

but without proper Cyber fraud  laws or Cyber fraud  awareness among law enforcement, 

it would prove almost impossible to get a conviction or any restitution. 

2.4 Conceptual Framework 

Theq conceptualq frameworkq inq Figure 2.2 indicates that management of Cyber 

fraud is done through having reliable systems in place to fight the different forms of 

Cyber fraud that may attack the banks’ computer network infrastructure. The security and 

systems in place should function to curb the diverse forms of Cyber fraud threats that are 

emerging in the online technology transactions in the banking sector. The introduction of 

online technology in the sector has exposed contemporary banking to Cyber fraud 
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attacks, but with proper infrastructural systems in place the bank should be able to 

mitigate, prevent and resolve the Cyber fraud  threats from occurring. The systems and 

security used in management of Cyber fraud crime fraud are independent variables as 

they determine the penetration and effects Cyber fraud   in the bank, while the solution to 

manage the challenges of Cyber fraud  threats is the intervening variable that will dictate 

the impact of Cyber fraud crime fraud within the organization.    
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Figure 2.2: A conceptual framework illustrating the management of Cyber fraud  in 

commercial banks. 
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CHAPTER THREE:RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Design 

The study employed qualitative approach as it was  more elaborate in  obtaining  

relevant data. A cross-sectional survey design was used as it was appropriate to determine 

in a short time-frame the current Cyber fraud  management practices and was very useful 

in identifying common forms of Cyber fraud  within the organization.  

3.2 Site Description 

Chase Bank Ltd is among the forty three commercial banks in Kenya and offers 

financial solution to SMEs, corporates and retail clients. The company was founded in 

1995 and is based in Nairobi, Kenya. For over 20 years Chase Bank has been known as 

the “Relationship Bank” within the commercial banks. The bank provides a broad range 

of conventional and sharia’s compliant financing products through its vast branches 

found within Nairobi, Mombasa, Kisumu and Nakuru.  

In 1997, the bank moved its headquarters to the capital city, Nairobi. The bank 

had branches in strategic locations within the city: the City Centre, Village Market, 

Hurlingham, Parklands, Eastleigh and Riverroad. As the bank increased their presence 

countrywide, they went on to open more branches in Mombasa, Kisii, Eldoret, Narok, 

Garissa and Thika.  In total the bank had 62 branches countrywide. 

In April 2009, the bank was awarded 'Fastest Growing Bank' at banking awards 

2009 while in December of the same year, the customer deposit figure crossed the Ksh. 

10.2 billion mark. The Bank was awarded ISO 9001:2008 certification by Bureau 

Veritas. Chase Bank’s Board of Directors established a Credit Committee (CC), 
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consisting of certain members of the Chase Bank Board and certain officers of Chase 

Bank and this committee was given responsibility to establish the credit and lending 

policies of the Bank.  

On 7th April 2016, Chase bank became the third lender in Kenya to go into 

receivership in less than twelve months after Imperial Bank and Dubai Bank closure. 

Chase Bank attracted too much attention owing to the fact that it was a second tier bank 

and home to a good number of individual clients, corporates and SMEs. The bank 

struggled with threat of closure as the rates of Cyber fraud s kept escalating. This study 

therefore sought to investigate the management of Cyber fraud s in Chase Bank.  

The target population of the study was the management staff at the Chase Bank 

headquarters in Nairobi. This is the central office where Cyber fraud –crime management 

strategies are formulated and implemented and therefore would be possible to get 

responses within a reasonable time. The population included staff in the following eight 

(8) departments: Human Resource, Risk & Compliance, Forensics, Security, Information 

& Technology, Digital Banking, Internal Audit, and Transactional Monitoring 

department. 

3.3 Sample Design 

A census was carried out to cover the eight departments. At least one (1) 

respondent considered most knowledgeable in the area to provide information sought by 

this study was selected to represent each department. This technique was 

preferredqbecauseqrespondents were selected depending on 

experienceqandqspecialqknowledgeqof theirqrolesqinqCyber fraud  management at 

Chase Bank. All the eight heads of departments were considered for the study and where 
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the head of department was not available the deputy head of department took their place. 

The overall respondents for the study were 8. 

3.4 Unit of Analysis 

 The unit of analysis was Cyber fraud crime management at Chase Bank Ltd.  

3.5 Unit of Observation 

 The units of observation for this study were the respective heads of departments 

who would provide specialised information regarding their departments. In the event 

where a head of department was not available for the interview, the deputy head was 

requested to step in as a key informant. The respondent was assumed to be 

knowledgeable in his/her department and have worked in the department for atleast two 

years.  

3.6 Data Collection  

Data collection was undertaken solely by the researcher through focused 

interviews with the aide of an interview guide and administration of questionnaires. The 

interviews were to be carried out on the heads of the respective departments that is 

Forensics, IT and Digital Banking to provide detailed information about Cyber fraud 

crime, while questionnaires were issued to the head of departments within each 

department to provide more information about their experiences in Cyber fraud  

management techniques. Therefore, three (3) face to face interviews and five (5) 

questionnaires were carried out. Each department’s data collection instruments differed in 

questions asked due to differences in the nature and roles of each department. The 

research instruments contained both structured and non-structured questions. Likert type 

of questions were also used for purposes of enabling easy rating /ranking of answers, 
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coding and data analysis and a closing open ended section. The research instruments were 

divided into two major sections: the first section consisted of a brief background 

regarding the background information of Chase Bank which was the subject of the study. 

Section B focused on the management of Cyber fraud  fraud in Chase Bank.  

3.7 Validity and Reliability 

To increase precision of responses, the interviews were face to face so as to read 

the body language and minimize deception. This method also minimized blank responses, 

ensuring the data instrument satisfied the researcher’s questions. Questionnaires issued to 

departmental heads and their deputy head of department were to be answered individually 

and privately to improve objectivity by avoiding pressure from others. Also 

questionnaires were compared against each other to analyze for common responses 

within each department to increase the reliability of data obtained. For more informed 

data, only respondents with at least two (2) years of experience in their respective areas 

of expertise were selected for the study. 

3.8 Data Analysis 

Descriptive analysis was used to analyze the data and summarize the findings, 

because it is simpler for comparisons and identifying trends (Mugenda & Mugenda, 

2003; Neuman, 2006). According to Cooper and Schindler (2006), descriptiveq studies 

describeq characteristicsq associatedq withq theq subjectq populationq and help the 

researcher get the description of existing phenomena. Moreover, it exploresq theq 

existingq statusq ofq two or moreq variablesq at a givenq positionq inq times and whether 

a relationshipq existsq betweenq them; hence most suited in investigating management of 
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Cyber fraud  fraud in commercialq banksq inq Kenyaq withq a special focus on Chase 

Bank.  

Collected data was manually entered into the computer through word processing 

tools like MS Excel and SPSS which helped the researcher to analyze the data. Data was 

presented using graphs, frequencies, percentages, means and other central tendencies. 

The use of differential statistics like percentages simplifies data and also translates it into 

a standard form for comparisons offering both qualitative and quantitative descriptions of 

the study (Cooper and Schindler, 2006).  

3.9 Ethical Considerations of the Study 

While undertaking this study, respondents were treated with respect. The 

researcher introduced themselves and sought permission to perform the research from the 

organization in focus. Respondents participated in this study voluntarily. A copy of the 

study was made available to the participating organization on request. Personal 

information of individuals was treated with confidentiality. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: DATA ANALYSIS, PRESENTATION AND 

INTERPRETATION 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapterq presentsq researchq findings and discussionqon management of 

Cyber fraud in Commercial Banks in Kenya where the main focus was on Chase Bank 

Limited. The discussionq of theq findingsq is guidedq by theq objectivesq of theq study. 

Attemptsq areq madeq to explainq whyq theq findingsq areq theq wayq theyq areq andq 

toq whatq extentq theyq areq consistentq withq orq contraryq toq pastq empiricalq 

findingsq andq theoreticalq arguments. It presents the general information from the 

respondents, gives the findings on forms of Cyber fraud, provides the results on the 

challenges faced in managing Cyber fraud and highlights the findings on the effects of 

technology in prevention of fraud. 

4.2 Response Rate 

The study targeted the management staff members working at the head offices of Chase 

Bank Limited in Nairobi. From this population, the study selected a sample of 8 

respondents from the population census in collecting data with regard to management of 

Cyber fraud in Chase Bank Limited. The number of questionnaires administered was five 

(5) and three (3) interviews were to be carried out. All questionnaires were returned 

properly filled and three interviews were successfully carried out. This represented a 

successful response rate of 100% as indicated in Tableq 4.1.  
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Table 4.1: Response Rate 

Response   Frequency  Percent  

Returned questionnaires 5 62.5 

Interviews conducted 3 37.5 

Total  8 100.0 

Source: Research Data, 2017 

Mugendaq and Mugendaq (2012)q assertq thatq 50%q responseq rateq isq 

adequateq 60%q isq goodq while 70%q andq aboveq isq ratedq toq beq veryq good. 

Fromq theq foregoingq theq responseq rateq providesq adequateq dataq to proceedq with 

the analysis. The useq ofq dropq andq pickq methodq personalq visitsq andq follow-upq 

telephoneq callsq and e–mailq communicationq to the respondentsq explainingq the 

purposeq of the studyq and itsq usefulnessq to theq organizationq improved theq 

responseq rate. This was supplemented with a letter of introduction and as letter of 

authorityq toq conductq researchq in Chase Bank from the University of Nairobi. 

4.3 Demographic Characteristics 

This section covers information describing the basic characteristics namely; 

gender, age bracket, years of service, levelq ofq education,q designation and departmentq 

ofq theq respondents. 
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4.3.1 Gender of the Respondents  

thestudyqsoughtqtoqestablishqtheqgenderqofqtheqrespondentsqwhoqtookqpartqin the 

study. Theqrespondentsqwereqexpectedqtoqcompriseqbothqmaleqandqfemaleqstaff 

members workingqinqChase Bank Kenya. The questionqof genderqwas 

consideredqimportantqin the studyqprimarilyqbecauseqit couldqhelpqtheqresearcherqget 

a balancedqviewqfromqbothqmalesqandqfemales.  

Figure 4.1 Distributions by Gender 

37.50% 

62.50% 

Gender 

Female Male

 

The findings in regard to genderqrevealed that 62.5% wereqmalesqwhileq37.5% 

ofqthemqwereqfemales that is 3 female and 5 male. TheqfindingsqshowqthatqChase 

Bank hasqbothqmaleqand femaleqmanagement staff members. Howeverqtheqmale are 

more than the female management staff members in the technology departments. Chase 

Bank heaquarters in Nairobi had observed the gender rule to a moderate extent. The bank 

has 712 employees while senior management comprises of 75 employees. The total 

population of employees comprises of 331 males to 381 females (46% males to 54% 
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females), while in senior management there are 51 males to 24 females (68 % males to 

32% females). Theq findingsq implied thatq theq viewsq expressedq inq theseq findingsq 

areq genderq sensitiveq andq canq beq takenq asq representativeq ofq theq opinionsq ofq 

bothq gendersq asq regardsq toq management of Cyber fraud in Chase Bank Kenya. The 

gender rule in Kenya stipulates that notq moreq thanq two-thirdsq of the 

appointmentments orq employment shallq beq ofq theq sameq gender. 

4.3.2 Age Bracket 

Theq studyq soughtq to investigateq theq compositionq of theq respondentsq inq 

termsq ofq ageq bracketsq to understand their familiarity with theq management of Cyber 

fraud in Chase Bank Kenya. Table 4.2 shows the results obtained from the study. 

Table 4.2 Distribution by Age Bracket 

Age   Frequency Percent 

31-40 yrs. 5 62.5 

41-50 yrs. 3 37.5 

Total 8 100.0  

As seen in Table 4.2, majority of the respondents (62.5%) were of age 31-40 

years and the remaining 37.5% were of age 41-50 years. The results show that majority 

of respondents have a high level of information, responsibility and leadership potential 

which enhances the reliability and relevance of information collected. The study 

findingsq showq thatq majorityq ofq theq respondentsq wereq youthful young adults (31-

40 yrs). Young (youthful) employees offer a cost-effective workforce since they are 

productive, more flexible, tech-savvy and innovative. The older employees (41-50 yrs.) 
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present experience, practical knowledge and expertise in the organization. It is important 

for a company to have the right mix between old and young. 

4.3.3 Length of Service in the Organization 

Theq respondentsq wereq askedq to indicateq theirq lengthq ofq serviceq inq theq 

bank. The years of practice are important in examining the reliabilityq of the information 

collected from a given population under investigation. The results are presented in Table 

4.3. 

Table 4.3 Length of Service in the Bank 

Service time   Frequency Percent 

2-5 yrs. 4 50.0 

6-10 yrs. 4 50.0 

Total 8 100.0 

 

Asq shownq inq table 4.3, majority of the respondents had worked in the bank for a 

period of 2-5 years (50%) followed by 50% who had worked in the bank for 6-10 years. 

The results further show that the organization enjoyed services of the young, productive, 

as well as experienced employees. The fact thatq majorityq of the respondentsq had 

beenq inq their departments for over two years, improvesq theq reliableq of the 

informationq givenq asq theq respondentsq were well knowledgeable on the forms of 

fraud experienced within the organization. 
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4.3.4 Level of Education 

Like all other commercial banks in Kenya, Chase Bank employs staff members in 

different work stations hence different academic qualifications. The study thus sought to 

establish the highest academic qualifications attained by the respondents. The results are 

presented in Table 4.4 below. 

Table 4.4 Highest Level of Education 

Education  Frequency Percent 

Bachelors 2 25.0 

Masters 6 75.0 

Total 8 100.0 

 

The study findings show that majority (75%) of the respondents indicated that 

they had acquired a Masters Degrees while 25% indicated that they had acquired 

Bachelor’s Degrees. The minimum entry level of education in the banking sector is a 

degree. The study results show that majority of the employees were well educated; which 

means that they understood the questions asked on the subject matter. This improves the 

reliability of the information given by the respondents. Besides, some employees were 

still pursuing higher education to equip them with information on the changes in 

technology advancements and the ways to setup proper structures in their daily 

engagements. 
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4.3.5 Job title 

The respondents were asked to indicate their job titles. The study sought to collect data 

from the heads of departments and or the managerial team working in Chase bank Kenya. 

As such, the study sample included Functional heads and deputy head of departments. 

Thisq wasq relevantq to assessq theq distributionq ofq theq respondentsq acrossq theq 

managementq levels. Theq resultsq areq presentedq inq Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5 Distribution by Designation 

 Designation Frequency Percentage 

Functional heads  6 75.0 

Deputy HOD   2 25.0 

Total 8 100.0 

 

As shown in Figure 4.5, majorityq ofq theq respondentsq were functional heads 

(75%) while 25% were deputy head of departments in Chase Bank. The respondents 

picked from the management level due to their experience and knowledgeable, therefore 

had a broad understanding of theq issuesq soughtq by theq study. From these results, the 

respondentsq thatq participatedq in the studyq areq mainlyq thoseq involvedq inq theq 

formulationq andq implementationq ofq theq decisionsq concernedq withq managementq 

of Cyber fraud within the organization and hence their insights are viewed as more 

resourceful for knowledge and policy recommendations among Kenyan commercial 

banks. 
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4.4 Forms of Cyber Fraud 

Thisq sectionq addressesq theq firstq objectiveq ofq theq studyq whichq soughtq 

toq establish common Cyber fraud in Chase Bank. The address the objective, theq 

respondentsq wereq askedq to indicateq the extentq toq whichq theq bankq experiencedq 

the various forms of Cyber fraud. Accordingly, theq respondentsq wereq requiredq toq 

indicateq theq whether theq bank implemented the Central Bank Policy Guideline to 

counter Cyber fraud.  

4.4.1 Extent the Bank Experiences Cyber fraud  Fraud 

The respondentsq wereq askedq toq stateq theq extentq toq whichq theyq experience 

Cyber fraud. This was the respondents’ perception of the Cyber fraud  they experienced 

based on the number of fraud noted by the bank. The resultsq areq presentedq inq Table 

4.6.  

Table 4.6: Extent the Bank Experiences Cyber Fraud 

Extent  Frequency Percent 

No extent 1 12.5 

Little extent 3 37.5 

Moderate extent 4 50.0 

Total 8 100.0 

 

As shown in table 4.6, most of the respondents (50%) were of the opinion that the 

bank experience Cyber fraud toq a moderateq extentq andq 12.5%q ofq theq 

respondentsq were ofq theq view that  the bank does not experience Cyber fraud. Theseq 

resultsq areq an indicationq thatq commercial banksq inq Kenyaq experience Cyber fraud 
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to a significant level. This confirm to the audit report by PricewaterhouseCoopers- PwC 

(2011) which showed that fraud has risen from a peripheral issue for banks and other 

financial institutions to a top three issue that managers and supervisors have to deal with 

especially in the East African region. 
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4.4.2 Level the Bank Has Implemented the Central Bank Policy Guideline to 

Counter Cyber   Fraud 

The respondentsq wereq askedq toq indicateq their perception on theq extentq toq 

whichq Chase Bank hadq implementedq the Central Bank Policy Guideline to counter 

Cyber fraud  fraud. The findings are presented in Table 4.7. 

Table 4.7: Level of Bank’s Implementation of the CBK Policy Guideline to Counter 

Cyber fraud  Fraud  

Extent Frequency Percent 

Great extent 3 37.5 

Very great extent 5 62.5 

Total 8 100.0 

 

The results presented in Table 4.7 show that most of the respondents were of the 

opinion that to a very great extent (62.5%), the bank has implemented the central bank 

policy guideline to counter Cyber fraud. At the same time 37.5% of the respondents felt 

that to a great extent bank has implemented the central bank policy guideline to counter 

Cyber fraud  fraud. According to these results anti-fraudq policyq supportedq byq 

effectiveq procedureq forq preventionq andq detectionq areq keyq weaponsq forq theq 

financialq firmsq inq theq fightq againstq fraud. Fraudq controlq policiesq shouldq 

provideq guidelinesq onq waysq toq reduceq theq riskq ofq fraud. 
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4.4.3 Cyber Fraud Experienced 

The respondents were asked to identify the Cyber fraud  incidents experienced by 

the bank. The findings are shown in graph 4.1 below. 

Graph 4.1: Cyber Fraud Incidents Experienced By the Bank 

87.5%

75.0% 75.0%
62.5%
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25.0% 25.0%

37.5%
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The results in Graph 4.1 above shows that of all the Cyber fraud  listed, the banks has 

frequently experienced phishing fraud (87.5%), followed by Cyber fraud  spam’s and 

password sniffers (75.0%) and fake copycat web sites (62.5%) respectively. From these 

results, it is clear that there is a high number of Cyber fraud to Kenyan financial 

institutions due to the rising utilization of technological transactions that constitute 

internet banking, mobile banking, mobile transaction and cloud expansion.  

4.4.4 Severity of the Cyber Fraud 

Theq respondentsq wereq askedq toq indicateq the degree of severity of the Cyber 

fraud identified.  A five point likert scale was used whereby a mean score of 1 represent 

very small extent, 2 represent small extent, 3 represent moderate extent, 4 represent large 

extent and 5 represent very large extent. The study findings are presented in Table 4.8.  
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Table 4.8: Rating of Severity of the Cyber fraud  Fraud 

Cyber 

fraud   

fraud 

Very Small 

Extent 

F 

Small 

Extent 

F 

Moderate 

Extent 

F 

Large 

Extent 

F 

Very Large 

Extent 

F 

Weighted 

Total 

Weighted 

Average 

Phishing 

fraud 

- - 2 3 3 33 4.1 

Cyber fraud  

spam’s 

- - 1 4 3 34 4.3 

Password 

sniffers 

- - - 4 4 36 4.5 

Fake Copy-

Cat Web 

Sites 

- - - 5 3 35 4.4 

(Weighted average=  where ∑ is the summation of variables given, W is the weight 

given by our rating scale 1 to 5; n is the category to which each rate is allocated to e.g. 

very small extend, ..very large extend; F is the frequency given by number of 

respondents.)  NB: Weightedq meanq hasq beenq roundedq offq toq theq nearestq 1. 

The study findings in Table 4.8 show that the respondents indicated that password 

sniffers were the most severe Cyber fraud crime occurrence within the organization with 

a weighted average of 5. The findings also show that fake copycat web sites, Cyber fraud  

spams and phishing fraud were severe in the bank to large extent. The results show that 

the respondents unanimously rated all the Cyber fraud to a level of great to very great 

extent. As per the findings Cyber fraud crime attacks are growing at a rapid rate and the 

financial institutions should have strong internal and external controls to keep their 

clients’ money safe and their reputation within the industry. 

The respondents were further asked to explain how the Cyber fraud  influenced 

the management of Cyber fraud  at the bank. The respondents indicated that theses Cyber 

fraud  fraud have influenced the management of Cyber fraud in the bank through; 

auditing of the systems to identify any vulnerable, sensitization of staff on Cyber fraud , 
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procurement of versatile IT securities infrastructures, use of CAPEX requirements and 

review policies on security. The local law enforcement agency lacks the technicalq 

expertiseq asq wellq asq sufficientq regulatoryq powersq andq automatedq equipmentq to 

investigateq complicatedq evidenceq collectionq becauseq ofq intangibleq natureq of 

Cyber fraud q spaceq andq prosecuteq fraudulentq digitalq transactions. Thereforeq lackq 

of Cyber fraud q spaceq legalq legislationq providesq a safeq havenq for Cyber fraud q 

criminals.  

The bank is therefore forced to setup its own stringent security protocols. Inq 

lightq ofq tryingq to protectq corporateq reputation,q investorq andq publicq confidenceq 

mostq Banks areq reluctantq toq reportq Cyber fraud -criminalq activities, but quietly 

pick learnings rebuild from the attack by implementing controls to mitigate recurrence of 

the events. In the advent of advancement of technology, Banks have instituted layered 

security to cushion against various type of attacks e.g. at infrastructure level firewalls, 

setup of vlans, IP whitelisting, VPN tunnels, access control list, at application level SSL 

certificates, single sign on, addition of middleware within the network to prevent direct 

access to core banking applications. 

4.4.5 Extent Various Forms of Fraud in the Bank Lead to Cyber fraud  

The studyq alsoq requiredq theq respondentsq toq indicateq theq extentq to which 

various aspects relating to Cyber fraud. The results are as depicted in Graph 4.2. 

 

 

Graph 4.2: Extent Various Forms of Fraud in the Bank Lead to Cyber fraud   
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As shown in Graph 4.2 above, computer fraud and embezzlement significantly 

lead to Cyber fraud   in the bank (87.5%), followed by falsified financial data (75%), 

fictitious loans, fake cheques and unapproved loan awards (62.5 %), kickbacks (50%) 

and waiver of loan interest (12.5%) respectively. From the findings, the prevalent 

fraudulent acts include; use of fake chequesq andq dividendq warrants,q issuingq ofq 

unauthorizedq loans,q postingq of fakeq credits, defacing of chequesq andq defalcating,q 

fraudulentq transfersq andq withdrawals,q lossq of moneyq toq armedq thieves andq 

outrightq stealingq ofq money. 

4.4.6 Rating of Severity of the Fraud 

The respondents were asked to rate the severity of the forms of fraud which led to 

Cyber fraud  in the bank. A 1-5 Likert scale was used to interpret the results whereby a 

mean score of 1 represent very small extent, 2 represent small extent, 3 represent 

moderate extent, 4 represent large extent and 5 represent very large extent. The study 

findings are presented in Table 4.9.  
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Table 4.9: Severity Rating of Fraud 

Forms of 

fraud  

Very 

Small 

Extent 

Small 

Extent 

Moderate 

Extent 

Large 

Extent 

Very 

Large 

Extent 

Weighted 

Average 

F F F F F  

Embezzlement - - - 3 5 4.6 

Fake cheques - 1 5 2 - 3.1 

Falsified 

financial data 

- - 1 2 5 4.5 

Computer fraud - - - 1 7 4.9 

Unapproved 

loan awards 

- - 1 4 3 4.3 

Kickbacks - - - 2 6 4.8 

Waiver of loan 

interest 

- - 2 4 2 4 

Fictitious loans - - 1 4 3 4.3 

(Weighted average=  where ∑ is the summation of variables given, W is the weight 

given by our rating scale 1 to 5; n is the category to which each rate is allocated to e.g. 

very small extend, very large extend; F is the frequency given by number of 

respondents.)  

NB: Weightedq meanq hasq beenq roundedq offq toq theq nearest 1. 

The findings in Table 4.9 show that the respondents rated embezzlement, falsified 

financial data, computer fraud and kickbacks were the most severe forms of fraud that led 

to Cyber fraud crime. This was followed by unapproved loans awards, waiver of loan 

interest and fictitious loans  with the least severe being fake cheques. In summary other 

forms of banking fraud led to Cyber fraud crime incidents, they create loopholes that the 

hackers end up using to steal money from the bank. 
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4.5 Challenges Faced in Managing Cyber  Fraud 

The study sought to establish the challenges faced by commercial banks in 

managing Cyber fraud  fraud. With respect to Chase Bank, the respondentsq wereq 

requiredq to indicateq theq extentq to whichq commercialq banksq face challenges in 

managing Cyber fraud  fraud. Meanq andq standardq deviationsq have been used to 

present the findings. 

4.5.1 Extent Commercial Banks Face Challenges in Managing Cyber Fraud 

The respondentsq wereq askedq toq rateq theq extentq commercialq banksq face 

challenges in managing Cyber fraud  fraud. The respondents indicated their perception in 

regard to this question. The resultsq areq presentedq inq Figure 4.2.  

Figure 4.2: Extent Commercial Banks Face Challenges in Managing Cyber Fraud 

25%

50%

25%

To a great extent

To a moderate extent

To a little extent

 

The results show that majority of the respondents (50%) indicated that the bank 

faced challenges in managing Cyber fraud  fraud to a moderate extent. However, 25% of 

the respondents revealed that the bank faced the challenges to a little extent, while 

another 25% indicated that the bank faced the challenges to large extent.  

The respondentsq wereq furtherq askedq to indicateq the challenges the bank 

managers faced in the management of Cyber fraud. The respondents indicated the 
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following challenges bank managers face in the management of Cyber fraud ; continuous 

changes in technology, complexity in detecting fraud on time, insider 

collusion/collaboration, minimal workforce, high cost of anti-Cyber fraud   detection 

systems, limited technical tools, legal support, global interconnectivity and lack of 

understanding  and support from management when implementing mitigation measures. 

Inadequacyq ofq resourcesq toq keepq abreastq ofq advancedq technologyq and lackq ofq 

knowledgeq and awarenessq on Cyber fraud  are majorq problems. Digitalq 

investigativeq challengesq have been identifiedq coupledq withq lackq ofq Cyber fraud q 

detectionq toolsq and technologies,q and qualifiedq personnelq toq carryq outq theq 

investigations. Thereq isq insufficientq legislationq andq lawq enforcementq toq addressq 

andq tackleq Cyber fraud qq cases. 

From these results, a strong system ofq internal control is the most efficient 

wayqofqfraudqprevention. Cyber fraud  mitigation effortsq within many businessesq are 

hampered byq a combinationq of limitedq boardq and topq management engagementq in 

addressingq Cyber fraud q security, Cyber fraud  challenges,q limited resourcing,q Cyber 

fraud q capabilities,q limited investigation and reportingq ofq Cyber fraud   incidents. 

4.6 Impact of Technology in Preventing Fraud 

This section covered the questions posed to the respondents on the impact of 

technology in prevention of fraud in the bank. The respondents were required to indicate 

the extent to which technology contributes to the rise of Cyber fraud in the bank. The 

respondents were also asked to rate the impact of technology in management of Cyber 

fraud. 
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4.6.1 Extent Technology Contributes to the Rise of Cyber Fraud in Commercial 

Banks. 

Theq studyq also soughtq to establishq the extent to which technologyq 

contributesq toq theq riseq ofq Cyber fraud inq theq bank. Theq findingsq areq 

presentedq inq Figureq 4.3.  

Figure 4.3 Extent Technology Contributes to the Rise of Cyber Fraud in 

Commercial Banks. 
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The study findings in Figure 4.3 show that 37.5% of the respondents indicated 

that technology contributed to the rise of Cyber fraud in commercial banks, to a very 

great extent. This was supported by 25% who indicated to a great extent. However, 

37.5% of the respondents indicated technology contributed to the rise of Cyber fraud  in 

commercial banks to a moderate extent. Fraud instigators are using technology to further 

fraudulent schemes and as it continues to advance unfortunately,q the fraudq then takesq 

onq manyq formsq toq beq handledq withq anyq singleq applicationq or approach. Asq 

technologyq becomesq moreq advanced, fraudulentq schemesq willq becomeq moreq 

complex, whileq moreq sophisticatedq fraudq solutionsq willq beq developedq toq 

combatq hacker’sq bestq efforts. 
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4.6.2 Impact of Technology Management of Cyber  Fraud 

The respondents were asked to rate the impact of technology management of 

Cyber fraud. Mean was used to analyze the results. A five point Likert scale was used 

where 5 represents strongly agree, 4 represents agree, 3 represents not sure, 2 represents 

disagree and 1 represents strongly disagree. The findings are shown in Table 4.10. 

Table 4.10: Impact of Technology in Management of Cyber Fraud 

Statements  Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Not 

Sure 

Agree Strongly 

Agree 

Weighted 

Average 

F F F F F  

Technology has brought 

about challenges of online 

fraud and increased money 

laundering. 

 

- - - 3 5 4.6 

The technological 

surveillance systems are 

costly for the banks in 

management of fraud. 

 

- - 1 4 3 4.3 

Implementation of advanced 

technological systems would 

save the cost of operations 

of banks. 

 

- - - 5 3 4.4 

The quality technology 

within commercial banks is 

a factor that may determine 

the level of security in terms 

of encryption as well as 

internal controls 

- - - 1 7 4.8 

(Weighted average=  where ∑ is the summation of variables given, W is the weight 

given by our rating scale 1 to 5; n is the category to which each rate is allocated to e.g. 

strongly disagree, ..strongly agree; F is the frequency given by number of respondents.)  

NB: Weighted mean has been rounded off to the nearest 1. 
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As shown in Table 4.10, majority of the respondents strongly agreed that 

technology had brought about challenges of online fraud and increased money 

laundering; they further revealed that they strongly agreed that implementation of 

advanced technological systems would save the cost of operations of banks; and also that 

the quality of technology within commercial banks is a factor that may determine the 

level of security in terms of encryption as well as internal controls. Moreover, the 

respondents agreed that technological surveillance systems are costly for the banks in 

management of fraud.  

In order to enhance management of Cyber fraud the respondents were of the 

opinion that constant training and update of the banks systems should be done daily as 

the attacks are sporadic, increased sensitization of staff and clients (to keep their PIN 

secret and never access their bank online platforms on any public WiFi’s), embrace 

Cyber fraud  systems, adopt best practices on IT security systems (COBIT) and 

continuously invest on research and development of robust systems to safe guard Cyber 

fraud  fraud. 

On what should be done to enhance management of Cyber fraud, the respondents 

suggested that employeesq inq allqdepartmentsq toq beqconversantqonqsetq 

procedures,qrulesq andq guidelinesq inq fraudq mitigation inq orderq toq ensure casesq 

ofq fraudq areq zero; theq Bankq should haveq aq fraudq riskq officer whoq willq beq 

responsibleq ofq interpreting fraudq andq anti-moneyq laundering policiesq toq theq 

employee so  as to easeq theirq understanding onq theq policies; theq institutionq shouldq 

haveq a frameworkq that can facilitateq informationq sharing between as itq mayq assistq 

in improvingq theq recruitmentq of staffq and also identify andq lock-outqblacklistedq 
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employeesq formq employmentq opportunitiesq inq theq sectorq and the Bank shouldq 

conductq adequateq auditingq onq theq systemq soq asq toq mitigateq risk.  

Staff appraisals shouldq considerq fraudq inq measuringq staffq performanceq 

andq rewardsq whereq staff members areq madeq toq understandq theq importanceq ofq 

controllingq fraudq toq theq overallq performanceq ofq theq organization. The Bank 

should also adopt advanced technologyq thatq wouldq helpq inq theq deterrenceq andq 

detectionq ofq fraud.  

Utilize the youth and their ingenuity when it comes to technological 

advancements. Visits to Ethical Hacking forums and I-Hub can be eye openers. Insteadq 

ofq relyingq onq reactiveq measuresq likeq whistleblowing,q banksq canq andq shouldq 

takeq aq moreq hands-onq approachq toq fraudq detection. By leveragingq theq powerq 

ofq dataq analysisq software,q banksq canq detectq fraudq soonerq andq reduceq theq 

negativeq impactq ofq significantq lossesq owingq toq fraud. Applications like splunk 

and SIEM Tools are examples of neural network setups with huge databanks of 

information for picking up trends. Usuallyq suchq applicationsq ofq neuralq networksq 

systemsq involveq knowingq aboutq the previousq casesq of fraud,q toq makeq systemsq 

learnq theq variousq trends. 

4.7 Discussion  

The study findings show that commercial banks in Kenya experience Cyber fraud  

to a significant level. The study found out that the major Cyber fraud experienced by the 

bank were phishing fraud, Cyber fraud  spams, and password sniffers and fake copycat 

web sites. These findings conforms to those of Longe & Chiemeke (2008) who posited 

that add on to the list of Birbal and Taylor, (2005) actsq such asq Phishing,q Cyber fraud 
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q terrorism,q Electronicq spamq mail,q Cyber fraud q stalking,q andq Copy-catq websites 

. The study further established various forms of fraud in the bank that led to Cyber fraud ; 

these include computer fraud, embezzlement, falsified financial data, fictitious loan, fake 

cheques and unapproved loan awards. These prevalent fraudulent acts and practices in the 

banking industry are similar to those noted by, Owolabi (2010), who set out the severalq 

types of fraudulent practicesq in the Nigerianq industry. These include use of fake 

cheques and dividendq warrantsq issuingq ofq unauthorizedq loansq postingq ofq fakeq 

creditsq defacing of chequesq and defalcating, fraudulentq transfersq and withdrawals,q 

lossq ofq moneyq toq armedq thieves andq outrightq stealing ofq money. 

On the systems that the bank had put in place to prevent and manage Cyber fraud 

crimes, the study established that the bank was auditing of the systems to identify any 

vulnerability. The banks also sensitized the staff on Cyber fraud , procured versatile IT 

securities infrastructures and also used CAPEX requirements and review policies on 

security. These findings are in agreement with those of Beck et al. (2009) who found out 

that fraud Detection technology was on demand among institutions as banks invest in 

new systems and processes that make it difficult for criminals to target them. An example 

is the Anti-Money Laundering (AML) technology solution. These findings are also 

supported by Stafford (2013) who noted that banks across the globe are installing systems 

and technologies in response to Cyber fraud -attacks. The bank further implemented the 

central bank policy guideline to counter Cyber fraud  fraud. The CBK Anti-fraud policy 

supported by other internal measures helped greatly in prevention and detection of fraud.  

On the challenges facing the bank in dealing with Cyber fraud crimes, the study 

found out that the bank faced challenges in managing Cyber fraud to a moderate extent. 
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These included: continuous changes in technology, complexity in detecting fraud on 

time, insider collusion/collaboration, minimal workforce, high cost of anti-Cyber fraud  

detection systems, limited technical tools, legal support, global interconnectivity and lack 

of understanding and support from management when implementing mitigation 

measures. The above findings are in agreement with those of Muthukumaran (2008) who 

revealed that technological resources (systems) required for anti-Cyber fraud  detection 

are very expensive and can increase the cost of operations for a business. These findings 

are also supported Shandilya (2011) who indicated that lack of resources especially for 

banks in developing nations is a great challenge, as massive resources are required to 

protect against Cyber fraud -attacks. According report by Kenya Cyber fraud  Security 

(2016) also cited insider threat is the main cause of direct losses in Cyber fraud crime in 

Kenya.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter depicts the summary of the data findings on the effect of fraud risk 

management on performance of deposit-taking micro finance institutions in Kenya, theq 

conclusionsq andq recommendationsq areq drawnq thereq to.  

5.2 Summary of the Findings  

This section gives a summary of the findings on management of Cyber fraud  in 

commercial banks in Kenya where the focus was on Chase Bank. The objectives of this 

study were to find out the forms of Cyber fraud commonly practiced in commercial 

banks; to establish the challenges faced by commercial banks in managing Cyber fraud; 

to evaluate the impact of technology in preventing fraud in commercial banks; and to 

determine the role of Cyber fraud  fraud on management of Chase Bank.  

The study found that commercial banks in Kenya experience Cyber fraud to a 

significant level. From the study, anti-fraud policies are supportedq byq effectiveq 

procedureq forq preventionq andq detectionq areq keyq weaponsq forq theq financialq 

sectorq firmsq inq theq fightq againstq fraud. Chase Bank experiences Cyber fraud  

spam, phishing fraud and password sniffers to great extents while the Bank experienced 

fake copy-cat web site fraud to a moderate extent. It is clear that there are a high number 

of Cyber fraud to Kenyan financial institutions due to the rising utilization of 

technological transactions that constitute internet banking, mobile banking, mobile 

transaction and cloud expansion.  
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The study also found that computer fraud, falsified financial data, fake cheques 

and fictitious loans influenced management of Cyber fraud in Chase Bank to great 

extents. In addition, embezzlement, waiver of loan interest, unapproved loan awards and 

kickbacks influenced management of Cyber fraud  in Chase Bank to moderate extents. 

The study found that commercial banks face challenges in managing Cyber fraud to a 

great extent. From the study information infrastructures, internal control, government role 

and structural challenges affect the management of Cyber fraud in Chase Bank to great 

extents while fraud detection and corporate governance challenges the management of 

Cyber fraud  in Chase Bank to moderate extents.   

The study found that technology contributes to the rise of Cyber fraud in 

commercial banks to a great extent. From the study, the quality technology within 

commercial banks is a factor that may determine the level of security in terms of 

encryption as well as internal controls, the Institution has a technological mechanism forq 

monitoringq transactionsq onq aq dailyq basisq toq detectq occupationalq fraud, 

technology has also brought about challenges of online fraud and increased money 

laundering and the technological surveillance systems are costly for the banks in 

management of fraud. 

5.3 Conclusion 

Theq studyq concludesq thatq commercialq banksq inq Kenyaq face various 

forms of Cyber fraud. These Cyber fraud include phishing fraud, Cyber fraud  spams, 

password sniffers and fake copy-cat web sites. These fraud have increasing due to the 

rising utilization of technological transactions that constitute internet banking, mobile 

banking, mobile transaction and cloud expansion. The Cyber fraud are executed in 
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various ways such as embezzlement, fake cheques, falsified financial data, computer 

fraud, unapproved loan awards, kickbacks, waiver of loan interest and fictitious loans.  

The study concludes thatq aq strongq systemq ofq internalq controlq isq theq 

mostq efficient wayq ofq fraudq prevention.  This is an implication that Cyber fraud q 

mitigationq effortsq are hampered by a combinationq of limitedq boardq and topq 

managementq engagementq in addressingq Cyber fraud q securityq and Cyber fraud q 

challenges,q limitedq resourcingq andq Cyber fraud q capabilities, andq limitedq 

investigationq andq reportingq ofq Cyber fraud . The study deduces that technology has a 

major impact on prevention of Cyber fraud. 

5.4 Recommendations 

Thisq studyq recommendsq thatq banksq shouldq implementq systemsq andq 

structuresq thatq reduceq theq opportunitiesq forq fraud. Inq additionq toq strengtheningq 

internalq controlq systemsq andq structures,q banksq canq useq ICTq toolsq toq reduceq 

opportunitiesq orq instillq punitiveq measuresq forq employeesq engagingq inq fraudq 

andq fraudq relatedq incidences. 

Inq addition,q thisq studyq recommendsq thatq banksq shouldq strictlyq adhereq 

toq dueq diligenceq rulesq andq regulationsq imposedq by the CBKq onq customersq 

andq employees. Thisq willq allowq banksq toq haveq backgroundq knowledgeq onq 

employeesq and customers. Whereq regulationsq on due diligenceq are notq available,q 

banksq shouldq developq customq madeq bankq specificq rulesq and regulations. Inq 

addition,q theseq rulesq mustq beq appliedq withoutq exemption. Thisq studyq furtherq 

recommendsq thatq banksq shouldq engrainq inq theirq organizationalq culture:q ethicalq 

practicesq inq employees. 
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Toq reduceq theq casesq ofq fraudq in banks,q thisq studyq recommendsq thatq 

ICTq shouldq beq utilizedq asq it isq easyq to track, easyq toq useq andq useful.q Theq 

useq ofq ICTq will enhanceq accountabilityq andq transparency of employeesq asq 

accessq toq theq systemq isq trackedq and recorded. Thereforeq casesq of fraudq areq 

easilyq identifiedq and culpritsq prosecuted. Indeed, ICTq couldq beq theq cureq toq 

fraudq inq theq bankingq industry.q Thisq couldq informq theq rushq byq mostq banksq 

toq upgradeq theirq coreq bankingq systemsq andq cardq managementq systems. 

In addition, this study recommends utilization of the youth and their ingenuity when it 

comes to technological advancements. Visits to Ethical Hacking forums and I-Hub can be 

eye openers. Insteadq of relying on reactiveq measuresq like whistleblowing, banksq 

canq and shouldq takeq a moreq hands-onq approachq toq fraudq detection. Byq 

leveragingq the powerq of dataq analysisq software,q banksq canq detectq fraudq soonerq 

andq reduceq the negativeq impactq of significantq lossesq owingq to fraud. Applications 

like splunk and SIEM Tools are examples of neural network setups with huge databanks 

of information for picking up trends. Usuallyq suchq applicationsq ofq neuralq networksq 

systemsq involveq knowingq aboutq the previousq casesq ofq fraud,q toq makeq 

systemsq learnq theq variousq trends. 

5.5 Suggestions for Future Studies 

This study focused on investigating management of Cyber fraud  in commercial banks in 

Kenya where the focus was on Chase Bank. To validateq theq findingsq ofq thisq study,q 

thisq studyq recommendsq thatq futureq studiesq beq replicatedq inq differentq banksq 

orq financialq institutions. Thisq couldq beq undertakenq inq aq largeq bankq especiallyq 

theq topq 5 banksq inq assetq sizeq in Kenya orq theq Eastq Africanq region. 
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Furthermore, aq similarq studyq usingq multipleq banksq couldq alsoq provideq 

substantiveq literatureq forq comparison.q Thisq couldq provideq literatureq forq 

comparisonq toq theq findingsq ofq thisq study. 

In addition, thisq studyq recommendsq researchq onq theq impactq ofq Cyber 

fraud onq bankq performance. Thoughq it is generallyq perceivedq to beq negative, theq 

magnitudeq orq extentq ofq theq impactq hasq notq beenq examinedq and thisq couldq 

provideq literatureq on howq Cyber fraud affectsq variousq performanceq indicatorsq ofq 

theq Bank. 

Finally,q thisq studyq recommendsq a researchq onq theq impactq ofq Cyber 

fraud managementq policiesq onq bankq performance. The Centralq Bankq ofq Kenya, 

Kenyaq Bankers Associationq and theq Internationalq Financialq Reportingq Standardsq 

allq imposeq regulationsq on theq type,q form and frequencyq ofq reportingq ofq banks. 

Thisq hasq ledq toq theq reductionq ofq Cyber fraud management. These regulationsq 

could have a positiveq effect onq bankq performance.q Furthermore,q theq introductionq 

ofq theseq policiesq couldq leadq toq theq reductionq ofq otherq formsq ofq Cyber fraud. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix I: Introduction Letter 

Dear respondent, 

RE: DATA COLLECTION 

I am a postgraduate student at the University of Nairobi pursuing a Degree in Master 

Criminology and Social Order. As a requisite for the degree award, am carrying out a 

study on Management of Cyber fraud - Fraud in Commercial Banks in Kenya A 

Case of Chase Bank. You and your organization have been selected to participate in this 

study. The attached questionnaire has been designed to help gather data from 

respondents. In respect to this you have been identified as one of the respondents. 

Therefore, I kindly request you to facilitate the collection of the necessary data by 

answering the   questions as precisely and factually as possible. This information sought 

is purely for academic purposes and this I assure you of strict confidentiality of the 

information given. 

Yours faithfully 

 NYAMWARO N. BONARERI  

MA Student 

UON 
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Appendix II: Research Questionnaire 

This questionnaire consists of two major sections (Sections A and B). Kindly respond to 

all questions by putting a tick [√] in the box matching your answer or write your answer 

in the space provided if it is not included in the choices. The information given here will 

only be used for purposes of academic study and will be treated with utmost 

confidentiality. Your cooperation will be highly appreciated. 

SECTION A: BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

1) Gender 

Male   [  ]  Female    [  ] 

2) Age Bracket 

21-30 years  [   ]  31-40 years    [  ] 

41-50 years  [   ]  Above 51 years  [   ]  

3) How long have you served in the Organization? 

Less than 2 years [  ]  2 – 5 Years   [  ] 

6 – 10 Years   [  ]  11-15 Years    [  ] 

20 Years and above [  ] 

4) What is your highest level of education? 

Certificate  [  ]  Diploma   [  ] 

Bachelor’s Degree  [  ]  Masters   [  ] 

PhD    [  ]  Others (Specify.....................) [  ] 
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5) What is your designation?  

  Functional heads  [  ]  Deputy HOD  [  ]  

SECTION B: FORMS OF CYBER FRAUD  FRAUD  

6) To what extent does your bank experience Cyber fraud  fraud? 

To a very great 

extent 

To a great 

extent 

To a moderate 

extent 

To a little 

extent 

To no 

extent   

     

7) To what level has your Bank implemented the Central Bank Policy Guideline to 

counter Cyber fraud  fraud? 

To a very great 

extent 

To a great 

extent 

To a moderate 

extent 

To a little 

extent 

To no 

extent   

     

8) a) In the Cyber fraud crime fraud incidents experienced in this bank, have you 

experienced any of the following forms of Cyber fraud crime? 

Forms of Cyber fraud  Fraud Yes No 

Phishing fraud   

Cyber fraud  spasm   

Password sniffers   

Fake Copy-Cat Web Sites   

b) If yes, how do you rate their severity on a scale of 1-5 where 1=very small extent, 

2=small extent, 3=moderate extent, 4=large extent and 5 very large extent.  

Forms of Cyber fraud  Fraud 1 2 3 4 5 

Phishing fraud      

Cyber fraud  spasm      

Password sniffers      

Fake Copy-Cat Web Sites      

9) In your opinion, explain how some of the forms of Cyber fraud  fraud that have 

influenced the management of Cyber fraud  fraud at your bank? …………………… 
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………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

10) a) Do the following forms of fraud in the bank lead to Cyber fraud crime? 

Other forms of fraud Yes No 

Embezzlement   

Fake cheques   

Falsified financial data   

Computer fraud   

Unapproved loan awards   

Kickbacks   

Waiver of loan interest   

Fictitious loans   

b) If yes, how do you rate their severity on a scale of 1-5 where 1=very small extent, 

2=small extent, 3=moderate extent, 4=large extent and 5 very large extent.  

Aspects relating to Cyber fraud  fraud 1 2 3 4 5 

Embezzlement      

Fake cheques      

Falsified financial data      

Computer fraud      

Unapproved loan awards      

Kickbacks      

Waiver of loan interest      

Fictitious loans      
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SECTION C: CHALLENGES FACED IN MANAGING CYBER FRAUD  FRAUD 

11) With regard to this Bank, to what extent do commercial banks face challenges in 

managing Cyber fraud  fraud?   

To a very great 

extent 

To a great 

extent 

To a moderate 

extent 

To a little 

extent 

To no 

extent   

     

12) In your opinion, what challenges do the bank managers face in the management of 

Cyber fraud  fraud in your Bank? ………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

13) What are the other aspects of challenges faced in management of Cyber fraud  fraud 

that you would like to share with us? …………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

SECTION D: THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY IN PREVENTING FRAUD 

14) With regard to Chase Banks, to what extent does technology contribute to the rise of 

Cyber fraud  fraud in commercial banks?  

 

To a very great 

extent 

To a great 

extent 

To a moderate 

extent 

To a little 

extent 

To no 

extent   
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15) What is your level of agreement with the following statements on the impact of 

technology in management of Cyber fraud  fraud? Use a scale of 1 to 5 where 

strongly agree=5, agree=4, not sure=3, disagree=2 and strongly disagree=1 

Impact of technology in management of Cyber fraud  fraud 1 2 3 4 5 

Technology has brought about challenges of online fraud and increased 

money laundering 

     

The technological surveillance systems are costly for the banks in 

management of fraud 

     

Implementation of advanced technological systems would save the cost 

of operations of banks 

     

The quality technology within commercial banks is a factor that may 

determine the level of security in terms of encryption as well as 

internal controls 

     

 

16) What other information would you like to share about management of Cyber fraud  

fraud in commercial banks in Kenya? ……………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

17) What do you think should be done to enhance management of Cyber fraud  fraud in 

commercial banks in Kenya? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Thank You for Your Time! 
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Appendix III: Key Interview Guide 

1. What are the forms of Cyber fraud crime fraud you face in the bank 

2. How often have you experienced these forms of Cyber fraud crime fraud 

3. In your opinion, explain how some of the forms of Cyber fraud  fraud has 

influenced the management of Cyber fraud  fraud at chase bank? 

4. What mechanisms has the bank employed to reduce the risk of Cyber fraud 

crime fraud 

5. What challenges does this bank face with regard to managing Cyber fraud  

fraud?  

6. With regard to Chase Banks, how does technology contribute to the rise of 

Cyber fraud  fraud in commercial banks?  

7. What other information would you like to share about management of Cyber 

fraud  fraud in commercial banks in Kenya? 

8. What do you think should be done to enhance management of Cyber fraud  

fraud in commercial banks in Kenya? 

Thank You for Your Time! 

 


